Light sources/no light sources sorting cards

- Candle
- Pencils
Light sources/no light sources sorting cards

lamp

socks
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Light sources/no light sources sorting cards

lighthouse

scissors
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Light sources/no light sources sorting cards

torch

monkey
Light sources/no light sources sorting cards

- Sun

- Umbrella
Light sources/no light sources sorting cards

television

vacuum cleaner
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Light sources/no light sources sorting cards

fire

apple
Light sources/no light sources sorting cards

lantern

T-shirt
Light sources/no light sources sorting cards

stars

balloon
Light sources/no light sources sorting cards

moon

football
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Light sources/no light sources sorting cards

firework

CDs
Light sources/no light sources sorting cards

street light

window
Light sources/no light sources sorting cards

electric fire

mirror
Light sources/no light sources sorting cards

lightning

tree
Light sources/no light sources sorting cards

- Oil lamp
- Ring
Light sources/no light sources sorting cards

spotlight
cake